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Now what is the meaning of ‘one’s real nature’, from which one tries to 
appear ‘different’? First answer: ‘One’s real nature’ can be taken to be 
the sum of one’s animal impulses and instincts, and what one tries to 
appear as is the social-cultural ‘model’ of a certain historical epoch that 
one seeks to become. Second answer: It seems to me that ‘one’s real 
nature’ is determined by the struggle to become what one wants to 
become.  
                           —Antonio Gramsci, Selections from the cultural writings  

Thus – with an opening quotation by Antonio Gramsci – begins Frans-Willem 
Korsten’s book. From the epigraph, we are alerted to the fact that this is a book 
that rewards close reading. The passage from Gramsci posits a question of ‘one’s 
real nature’ followed by two answers, forcing us into a bifurcated consideration of 
the issue. The structural doubling imposes re-reading of the initial question, a 
structure and reaction that will repeat throughout the text, as the author’s ideas, 
challenges, questions and hypotheses demand that the reader pay close 
attention. We follow the threads of ideas through various manifestations and 
engage with what the author portentously describes as “potentially confusing 
layer of nuance” (57) that will explore a profound consideration of the 17th century 
Netherlands through a labyrinth of cultural, historical and philosophical 
touchstones. 

This slender volume traverses the Netherlands through an ostensibly 
narrow slice of time, beginning with the Onweder (‘Thunderclap’) explosion of 
1654 and finishing in 1672. In between, however, Korsten roves over specific 
moments and wider movements, delving into topics such as Roman history, 
foundations of law and torture, the comedic sublime, spectacle and theatre, Hals, 
Rembrandt, and much more. The book is structured to allow for these leaps, with 
eight chapters each arranged into four to five sections that address particular 
subjects from history, politics, art, and philosophy, all forming connections with 
the larger themes under consideration. Korsten excels at identifying and drawing 
out nuance, using a combination of direct address to the reader with a 
conservational tone recounting necessary contextual information or offering an 
interrogation of other scholarly interpretations. He seamlessly integrates relevant 
current scholarship into his discussions, drawing from a wide range of fields and 
theoretical approaches, often subtly exposing resonances between the 17th 
century Netherlands and our own times. These resonances demonstrate how 
decisions and trajectories from this early period have structured current society, 
creating legal, ethical, and economic institutions that shape present culture. In 
order to make clear this continuation of the past into the present, Korsten begins 
his work with a bang – a recounting of the explosion in Delft on 5 April 1654, and 
two responses, from a poet and a playwright, to the tragedy and its greater 
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implications. From this exploration of art, artifice and the theatrical, Korsten 
shows how this context establishes his perceptions of the “republication 
baroque,” a term he uses to define his conception of 17th century beliefs about 
the world’s immanence; the term itself referring back to cultural foundations 
borrowed from Roman precedents and recognition of the Dutch place within 
those foundations, as well as the specific 17th century concepts and structures of 
realities.  

An examination of the development of the Roman Republic provides an 
understanding of these cultural foundations that lead directly to the implementa-
tion of torture and slavery in the 17th century. Discussions of the ship of state lead 
to the lynching of the De Witt brothers, and to recognition of the “theatrical 
repetition of the logic of torture, as if the same thing has to be done again and 
again in order to destroy or unmake” (76-77). The argument for the fundamental 
importance of the theatrical to systems of torture and slavery, to the essential 
requirement of the public display of cruelty and punishment is marked out not 
only in the horrible example of the De Witt brothers, but as an art historian, I of 
course cannot help thinking that Korsten would have done well to point to the 
well-established practice of public anatomies. For example, Rembrandt’s famous 
Anatomy lesson of Dr. Tulp features the corpse of a publicly executed criminal, laid 
out for dismemberment before an audience (tickets were sold), in an anatomy 
theatre, reflecting a long-standing northern European demand for publicizing 
punishment and torment. The brothers De Witt’s unsanctioned executions could 
then be understood within this determination of justice as catharsis for a wider 
social redemption.  

Likewise, the discussion of Frans Hals and the comedic sublime continues a 
culture of vivid humor and display of laughter that stems from the work of Pieter 
Bruegel the Elder. Korsten noted that he found later scholarly moralizing readings 
of depictions of joy and merriment to be unconvincing (85); wider recognition of 
the 16th century debates about how to read these depictions would certainly have 
provided substantial support for Korsten’s position. (For a study of the ambiva-
lences and misreadings of humorous scenes and topics in the 16th century, see, in 
particular, Gibson [2006]). A much wider range of humour existed than is 
acknowledged in Korsten’s work here, and doubtless this tradition infused the 17th 
century.  

These minor points about deliberate avoidance of recognizing earlier 
traditions continue throughout the book, to the point of raising some uneasiness. 
There is certainly some fine research into the historical material, but this is parallel 
to an odd absence of the previous century in particular, as though the 17th century 
Netherlands sprang, fully formed, without any continuity of its earlier culture, 
having just invented itself suddenly from the distant Roman Empire. There is no 
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mention of Pieter Bruegel when discussing Frans Hals, no discussion of the 
rederijkers (‘literary/drama societies for a range of both private and public 
performances and spectacles’), no mention of 16th century collectors and their 
collections of art, no considerations of 16th century mapmakers and their 
constructions of worlds and realities through cartography. Is the author simply 
taking for granted that his audience will assume that this implicit knowledge 
foregrounds the reading of his text? 

Questions of methodology also, from time to time, arise. An interesting 
investigation into a play by Franciscus van den Enden (teacher of Spinoza), 
performed at the Amsterdam Latin school, veers off track into an overly-
determined analysis closely resembling problematic interpretations of Early 
Modern iconography: where is the logical assessment of Van den Enden’s target 
– namely, his audience? In all the discussion of secret meetings, hidden agendas, 
and radical concepts, Korsten fails to consider the actual audiences viewing this 
play (161). If Vondel was, as Korsten states, truly criticizing Van den Enden’s radical 
ideas hidden in this play, then how truly ‘secret’ was this message? A school 
performance and a famous poet’s response, together with knowledge of Van den 
Enden’s ultimate fate (he moved to Paris, where he was eventually executed for 
involvement in a plot against Louis XIV), suggest that his ideas were more openly 
expressed and engaged with. Such awareness would strengthen Korsten’s use of 
the theatrical and performative nature of republican baroque, and its 
manifestations in the public sphere.  

In general, however, A Dutch republican baroque is a finely written, densely 
saturated set of ideas that offers a rich and rewarding contemplation. Korsten, 
distinguished at interdisciplinary research, provides an impressive breadth in his 
examination of the interconnections between art, literature, history, philosophy 
and other fields of study, and his skillful communication of complex theories 
almost lulls the reader into acceptance of his arguments. It is all the more 
frustrating that the depth which would connect this work to a larger context is not 
consistently provided. 
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